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IoT Security Issues

• Speed to market
• No/low motivation for security
• Little awareness about security issues
• Power/Cost limitation of security implementation
• Protocol
  • Custom protocols
  • No or default Authentication
  • Discovery mechanisms aid in recon
• Implementations still not that mature
• Cloud
  • Trust in telemetry data
IoT Attack Surface

• High level view
IoT Attack Surface

• Device

IoT Attack Surface

- **Device**
  - Services
    - SSH, Telnet
    - Web
    - Proprietary services
- **Storage**
  - SD Card
  - USB
- **Firmware**
  - Encryption
  - Modification
- **Hardware**
  - Debug ports - UART/JTAG
  - Memory - Flash/EEPROM
  - Sensor based attacks
- **Radio**
  - Protocol flaws
  - Implementation flaws

IoT Attack Surface

- Cloud
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IoT Attack Surface

- **Cloud**
  - Communication
  - Storage

- **Business logic flaws**
  - Domain specific flaws

- **Owasp Web Top 10**
  - Standard Web security issues
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IoT Attack Surface

- Mobile

IoT Attack Surface

- Mobile
- Communication
- Storage
- Business logic flaws
  - Domain specific flaws
- OWASP Mobile Top 10
  - Standard mobile security issues

Payatu IoT Top Ten Vulnerabilities

P1. Hardcoded Sensitive information
P2. Enabled hardware debug ports
P3. Insecure Firmware
P4. Insecure Data storage
P5. Insufficient Authentication
P6. Insecure Communication
P7. Insecure Configuration
P8. Insufficient data input filtration
P9. Insecure Mobile Interface
P10. Insecure Cloud/Web Interface
Getting ready for an IoT Pentest
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What you think?

What actually happens!
Problem Statement

- Too many interfaces
- Tooooo many tools
Meet expliot!

- Pronounced expliot (expl-aa-yo-tee)
- Framework
  - IoT exploitation
  - IoT Penetration Testing
- Design Goals/Motivation
  - Simple to use
  - Extendable
  - Easy to write test cases
- Source code
  - https://gitlab.com/expliot_framework/expliot
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Expliot Architecture

Framework

- Cli
- TestSuite
- Test
- Protocols

Plugins Module

- exploitTest1
- ReconTest1
- TestFoobar

efconsole
Expliot Plugin

• Simple to implement
• Inherit from the relevant base Test class
• Import protocols only from expliot protocols package
• Only import required stuff from default python library
• Define members
  • Plugin information
  • command-line arguments
• Override 3 methods
  • pre() – Optional. Setup etc.
  • execute() – Mandatory. The main plugin execution code
  • post() – Optional. Cleanup etc.
from exploit.core.tests.test import Test, TCategory, TTarget, TLog

class Sample(Test):
    def __init__(self):
        super().__init__(name="Sample name",
                         summary="Sample Summary",
                         descr="Sample Description",
                         author="Sample author",
                         email="email@example.com",
                         ref=['https://example.com', 'https://example.dom'],
                         category=TCategory(TCategory.COAP, TCategory.SW, TCategory.EXPLOIT),
                         target=TTarget(TTarget.GENERIC, TTarget.GENERIC, TTarget.GENERIC))

        self.argparser.add_argument("-r", "--rhost", required=True, help="IP address of the target")
        self.argparser.add_argument("-p", "--rport", default=80, type=int, help="Port number of the target. Default is 80")
        self.argparser.add_argument("-v", "--verbose", action="store_true", help="show verbose output")

    def pre(self):
        TLog.generic("Enter {}.pre()").format(self.id))
        # Only implement this if you need to do some setup etc.
        TLog.generic("Exit {}.pre()").format(self.id))

    def post(self):
        TLog.generic("Enter {}.post()").format(self.id))
        # Only implement this if you need to do some cleanup etc.
        TLog.generic("Exit {}.post()").format(self.id))

    def execute(self):
        TLog.generic("Sending request to server({},) on port({})".format(self.args.rhost, self.args.rport))
        TLog.trydo("Searching imaginary database")
        TLog.success("Found matching entry in db - {}".format("FooEntry"))

        snd = "GET / HTTP/1.1"
        TLog.generic("Sending command to server {}, on port {}".format(self.args.rhost, self.args.rport))

        if self.args.verbose is True:
            TLog.generic("More verbose output. Sending payload {}".format(snd))
        TLog.fail("No response received")

        rcv = "Response received from the server"
        # In case of failure (Nothing to do in case of success)
        self.result.setstatus(passed=False, reason="Server is not vulnerable")
Current Plugins

- **BLE**
  - BLE scanner
  - Read | Write | Fuzz characteristic values

- **MQTT**
  - Publish | Subscribe | Auth cracker

- **Modbus**
  - Read | Write

- **CAN**
  - Read | Write

- **Serial**
  - Brute Force | Fuzz

- **SPI Flash**
  - Read | Write

- **I2C EEPROM**
  - Read | Write

- **Exploits**
  - Tapplock - Unlock
  - Kankun Smartplug ON/OFF
MQTT – Security issues

- $SYS/# topics
- DoS
- Auth bruteforce
- Malicious telemetry data
MQTT – Demo Auth Bruteforce
MQTT – Demo Malicious Telemetry data

- Pwn cloud ~ Pwn ecosystem
BLE – Security Issues

• Read/Write Characteristics
• Fuzz Characteristics
BLE – Plugins demo
Tapplock – Demo of tappunlock plugin

• Thanks to @cybergibbons
UART – Security issues

- Root shell
- Custom shell with no input validation
- Hidden commands
UART – Demo Brute force commands

- DIVA IoT Board – Damn Insecure and Vulnerable App IoT
SPI Flash

• Read Data
  • Sensitive information
  • Firmware

• Write
  • Modified firmware
  • Change data
  • Bypass restrictions

• Demo
Modbus

- Read and write coils and register values from a Modbus Slave
- Demo
Road map

- More Hardware support
  - JTAG, SWD etc.
  - NAND, EMMC etc

- Radio protocol support
  - 802.15.4 (and ZigBee, Thread, 6LowPAN, Wireless HART...), Zwave, LoRA, etc.
  - SDR capabilities for generic radio analysis

- IoT Protocol Support
  - Medical protocols
  - Industrial protocols
  - Transportation based protocols

- Firmware analysis support

- More IoT exploits
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Thanks | Q&A

- You can reach me at aseem@payatu.com
- Expliot home will be – www.expliot.io
- Currently working on Contributor License agreement
- Use, Test, Suggest improvements
- Source – https://gitlab.com/expliot_framework/expliot